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Become a master of smoking meat at home with the ultimate introduction to Southern
barbecuePlate up your own savory Southern barbecue! This cookbook and smoking guide
covers a range of regional styles and teaches you essential techniques for barbecue mastery.
Learn how to choose the right tools, work with different cuts of meat, and make brines,
marinades, rubs, and sauces that take your barbecue to new heights.Anyone can barbecue—
Discover recipes for any skill level or smoker type, so you can bring the famous flavors of the
South to your table whether you’re a backyard barbecue expert or trying it out for the first time.8
different regions—Find recipes and cooking advice inspired by Texas Hill Country, Kansas City,
St. Louis, Memphis, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Alabama.The science of
smoke—Learn how to choose the right wood, use different kinds of smokers, and determine the
right smoke times for anything you cook.Pro tips—Discover expert tips and insider secrets for
adding special Southern flair to every recipe.Serve incredible, Southern-style barbecue at your
next cookout with a complete guide to all the famous flavors.

“Look no further, you’ve found the holy grail of Southern BBQ. Glenn’s breakdown of barbecue
techniques covers some of the most iconic dishes and recipes in Southern US history. Grab this
book and fire up the grill!” ―Alex Noshirvan, BBQ community manager at Traeger Grills“Smokin’
Southern BBQ, with its barbecue wisdom, stories, pro advice, and Southern spin, has the
perfect recipes for that backyard cook/pitmaster looking for the BBQ of the South we all crave.
Glen has put his heart and soul into this project.” ―Dan Casey, managing partner at Proud Souls
Barbecue & Provisions“Have you ever heard a calling to BBQ immortality? Equipped with this
cookbook’s in-depth knowledge, skills, and BBQ wizardry, now you can! Battle your way through
the Southern regions filled with flavor monsters, tenderness demons, and the hangry undead.
Embark on your quest to achieve BBQ immortality with Smokin’ Southern BBQ.” ―Chris Smith,
certified educator and chef--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorGLENN
CONNAUGHTON is the creator of the competition and barbecue seasoning brand Revolution
Barbecue. After years of competing on the barbecue competition circuit and running a catering
business, his focus has been on growing the brand and sharing his love of barbecue via social
media, public barbecue events, and this cookbook. Find him at @revolutionbbq.--This text refers
to the hardcover edition.
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AUTHORINTRODUCTIONI have been interested in cooking for as long as I can remember.
Growing up in New York City with my mother, I was always curious about what she was cooking,
and I wanted to pitch in. Eventually, this led to me cooking my own dishes and experimenting
with flavors. During summer barbecues with my dad, I was fascinated by how fire could be used
to cook such tasty meat. Later, I was exposed to many new cooking methods through cooking
shows. I was mesmerized by Bobby Flay and his Grillin’ & Chillin’ series. That’s when I knew I
was hooked. I figured that if this other guy from New York City could barbecue, then so could I.
Over the next 10 years, with my wife, Vida, by my side, I attempted to perfect my craft, focusing
on Kansas City and Texas styles. When we finally attended our first barbecue competition in
2009, conversations with many of the contestants provided a wealth of knowledge. I could not
believe how openly the pitmasters shared their experiences, brought me behind the scenes, and
showed me the magic that happened behind the curtain. Shortly after, we started our
competition and barbecue seasoning brand, Revolution Barbecue, with the idea that no one
type of barbecue was the right style. We tried to incorporate as many different styles into our
dishes as possible—how revolutionary!Growing up a Yankee in New Jersey and New York, I
never really understood what the true spirit of a Southern barbecue was: a community gathered
around the enjoyment of low and slow cooked meats. The bond between our family and friends
is centered around this tradition, and it’s brought all of us closer together. I truly hope that this
book provides a straightforward introduction to each regional style of Southern barbecue. I’ll



share authentic recipes for proteins and rubs, plus tips and tricks to help you achieve greater
barbecue mastery as you, your friends, and your family take a journey similar to
mine.OneCooking with SmokeVery few words act as a verb, a noun, and an adjective, but
“barbecue” can. This versatility is one of barbecue’s most attractive features. Learning to
barbecue is a slow and time-consuming process, but the lessons along the way are both
rewarding and delicious. People from all over the world have their own low and slow cooking
techniques, and many claim to be the first to use their preferred methods, but this book will
celebrate what we know today as Southern barbecue.True BarbecueWhile barbecue may seem
emblematic of the cuisine of the United States, food historians generally agree it originated in
the Caribbean, where the Taino people cooked barbacoa over coals on a grill made of wood.
The style of cooking was brought from the islands to the continent by Spanish conquistadors,
and within a few hundred years, the technique was well established in what became the
Southern United States.During the 18th century, plantation owners regularly held large
barbecues called “pig pickin’s.” Because pigs were cheaper and required less maintenance than
other livestock, pork became the primary meat at these barbecues.Barbecue became the
mainstay for large gatherings like church festivals, neighborhood parties, and even political
rallies. In 1829, President Andrew Jackson of Tennessee had the first official barbecue at the
White House, spawning a new era of political campaigning at barbecues. It is even said that
William Henry Harrison, the ninth president of the United States, used barbecues during his
campaign to show that he was a “man of the people,” helping him win the 1840 election.After the
Civil War, the millions of African Americans who moved away from the South during the Great
Migration spread their barbecue traditions throughout the country. Around the turn of the 20th
century, the pit men that ran these barbecue events started opening their own stands on the
weekend after working a full week on the farm. The typical barbecue joint was just a shack
consisting of corrugated tin walls and a roof over a concrete slab floor. Eventually, tables and
chairs were added, leading to a full-time business. With the advent of the automobile, barbecue
joints became roadside stands that offered cheap, filling, and delicious meals. The traveling
clientele also helped spread the word about the great food, driving more business and,
eventually, the conversion into a full-fledged restaurant.Modern barbecue saw explosive growth
after the end of World War II with a national movement promoting suburban home ownership
and a barbecue in every backyard. The barbecue grill and smoker business nearly quadrupled in
the four years after 1951. This drive to cook outdoors was deemed a purely American quality
and helped create a revolution of sorts in the industry. With the South’s extensive experience in
barbecue, people started to flock to barbecue restaurants in the region, aspiring to one day cook
in their backyards like these pitmasters did at their ’cue joints.Today, barbecue varies by region,
with many differences in style primarily influenced by the various preferences of European
immigrants to the United States. There are arguably eight major styles of Southern barbecue in
the United States, with many more variations beyond the scope of this book. The eight we’ll be
covering are: Texas Hill Country, Kansas City, St. Louis, Memphis, Kentucky, North Carolina,



South Carolina, and Alabama.Classic WoodsWhen it comes to smoking meats, the right type of
wood is one of the most critical ingredients. Unless you’re using a pellet smoker, I recommend
starting your fire with charcoal, and then using wood chunks to create the smoke. I suggest
using wood chunks instead of chips for long cooks; they will last longer. The chips are typically
great for short, quick bursts of smoke and not meant for longer low and slow recipes.When
selecting charcoal, only use lump hardwood charcoal or charcoal briquettes with no added
flavoring or lighter fluid. The charcoal is just a heat source; the wood should provide the smoke
flavor. For barbecue, you’ll want to use hardwood, which comes from deciduous trees (such as
nut and fruit trees) that shed their leaves each year. Softwoods come from coniferous trees and
never shed their leaves—think pine, spruce, and fir. Softwood trees have a high resin level,
giving off a pungent and bitter smell that will permeate your meats. Hardwoods produce carbonyl
compounds when they smoke, adding to the caramelized flavor of smoked meats.There are
dozens of woods out on the market, but I will focus on those typically used in Southern
barbecue. I encourage you to create your own secret blend of wood that sets your barbecue
apart from others. For pork and beef, I find that an equal mix of mesquite, hickory, and cherry
(known as MHC in the biz) is a great go-to blend. For chicken, I suggest lighter fruit woods, such
as apple, while turkey could use a bit more smoke through a combination of hickory and
applewood. If you are looking for that Texas barbecue flavor, I suggest a blend of oak and
mesquite.With the explosion of barbecue in recent years, you can find barbecue supply sections
in just about every supermarket. When it comes to wood chunks, try to avoid mass-produced
woods because the age of the wood is unknown and the product can be extremely dried out. I
also recommend looking for local firewood shops that specialize in barbecue wood chunks.
These establishments typically cut their own wood, which is sourced locally.Here is a breakdown
of some of the most popular woods for smoking:Alder: This wood is not native to the Southern
United States, but I mention it here because it is excellent for smoking fish. It adds a light note of
smoke without overpowering the fish.Apple: Providing a mild and sweet smoke to the meat,
applewood pairs well with chicken, pork, and turkey. Given its mild nature, it can take a while for
applewood to deliver a deep flavor, so it is best used for recipes with long cook times.Cherry:
With a mild and fruity flavor, this wood provides a beautiful smoke ring when used for long cook
times. It is one of my favorite woods to use on pork shoulder, ribs, or ham (especially with a
brown sugar glaze).Hickory: Used extensively on large cuts of brisket and pork and conveying a
savory, smoky flavor, this wood is a staple in Southern barbecue. Overusing hickory can add a
bitter flavor in your meat, so only use it for the first four to five hours of smoking.Mesquite: Known
as the most intensely flavored hardwood, mesquite can create a strong, almost ashtray-like
flavor if overused. I suggest using it sparingly, one wood chunk at a time. It is best used in a
blend, such as MHC. This combo pairs well with most large red meat cuts, such as brisket, clod,
or roast.Oak: Producing a medium-intensity smoke, oak is always great to have around. It pairs
well with most meats, and I highly suggest it for beginners. It tends to burn hot and needs to be
replenished often, or you can mix it with other slower burning woods, such as cherry or



maple.Pecan: This wood provides a rich, nutty, and sweet flavor that’s less intense than hickory.
Still, you’ll want to use it sparingly for long cook times to avoid creating an undesirable bitter
taste. It pairs nicely with most poultry and pork ribs.Pits PrimerBarbecue pits get their name from
the indigenous Taino method of cooking over trenches dug into the ground. These pits were
filled with hot coals, then covered with a grate made of sticks and branches, which elevated the
meat above the coals. Modern pit and smoker designs vary widely but are all designed to do the
same thing: smoke meat. The type of smoker you choose will depend on your budget, skill level,
and how much time you want to dedicate to tending the fire.When selecting a smoker, your
budget should be the first thing to consider. I do not recommend dropping a few thousand
dollars on a new smoker, especially if you are just getting started. Beginner barbecuers will be
served just fine by less expensive home pits.Next, think about what meats you will be cooking
and how many people you would typically cook for. Will you be hosting a kegger every weekend
to watch the big game, or will you just be cooking for your family? This will help determine what
size smoker you will need. The quality of the materials is also critical. Is the cooker a single wall
or a double wall? Is the metal thin and flexible, or hard and rigid? The thickness of the metal—
look for a double-walled construction—is usually a good indicator of the quality of the unit and
will be critical to the efficiency of the smoker. Lastly, I would recommend looking at the airflow of
the unit. Do the size and location of the vents seem to allow for easy airflow? Will they allow the
smoke to traverse from the firebox, over the meat, and then out the chimney?If you have a
barbecue provisions store near you that fires up the grill each weekend for public
demonstrations, I suggest seeking them out. Just like test driving a car, a live demo of a new
smoker can be invaluable. Go back to the store a few times and see if they use the same unit for
each demo to provide food samples to the public. If they use the same smoker every weekend,
that’s a good indication of a quality unit and gives you insights into what a professional would
use.Now that you have a basic understanding of what you are looking for in a smoker, let’s dive
into the six main categories of smokers.Kettle GrillThe kettle-style grill is arguably the most
iconic American grill and is typically credited with the boom of the backyard barbecue that
started in the 1950s. The story goes that George Stephen invented the kettle grill in 1952 while
working at Chicago’s Weber Brothers Metal Works. They specialized in making buoys, and
George, being a passionate griller, cut one in half, added three legs, and put a handle on top,
resulting in the easily recognizable backyard mainstay. This multitasking grill can be used as an
offset smoker by placing coals and wood chunks on one side of the grill and your meat on the
other. Most grills in this category tend to be smaller, limiting the amount of food you can cook at
once.Gas GrillNot typically synonymous with the low and slow smoking method, a gas grill is
usually used to grill meats hot and fast. If you have a gas grill with multiple zones, you could
fashion one as an offset smoker by turning the burners on one side to low and placing wood
chips over the flame in an aluminum foil packet with perforated holes. Then, place your meat on
the other side of the grill (the burners under the meat should be off).Pellet SmokerPellet smokers
made a huge splash in the 2000s, but they’ve actually been around since about 1985, when Joe



Traeger first introduced the Traeger pellet grill. These units take a set-it-and-forget-it approach to
cooking with wood. A true pellet grill is heated solely by wood pellets, with no coals or gas, and
is lit using a heated rod that ignites the wood pellets. Many units today offer smartphone apps
that can manage the grill, set timers, create alerts, and even load preprogrammed schedules to
your smoker.Bullet SmokerThe bullet-style smoker is generally a great entry-level smoker,
though I have seen many an experienced barbecue team, including our own, cook with a bullet.
The design is similar to the kettle grill with a long cylinder in the middle, increasing the height of
the unit. The firebox sits below the meat, but the drip pan acts as a deflector shield to protect the
meat from the heat. The drip pan can also be filled with water or other liquids to keep the meat
moist and infuse it with flavor. The firebox can typically be accessed through a side door, making
it easy to check the coals or refill it without lifting the lid. There are dampers on the top and
bottom of the unit to control the airflow and temperature.Kamado SmokerThe kamado smoker is
one of the oldest appliances for cooking and smoking meats. Ceramic and clay pot cooking was
invented 3,000 years ago in China and exported to Japan, where the smoker was dubbed
kamado (meaning “stove”). The modern-day version is a ceramic-lined, kettle-shaped cooker
capable of generating large amounts of heat with little fuel. The kamado smoker is versatile; one
could smoke at low temperatures as well as above 600 degrees Fahrenheit in certain models. As
the heat emanates from below the meat, a diffuser plate protects the meat from direct heat. Most
of the units require the meat and diffuser plate be removed to refill charcoal and wood chunks,
although kamado smokers are quite efficient and can typically go for 8 to 10 hours without
needing additional fuel.Offset SmokerTo many old-school purists, the offset smoker, also known
as a “stick burner,” is the only way to smoke barbecue. The origin of the offset barrel smoker is
rumored to lie with oil workers who converted old 55-gallon drums into cookers, with a firebox
built in one chamber and a space for the meat in another. Most offset smokers are horizontal,
although they can be found in vertical configurations as well. Both situate the firebox below the
main barrel, hence the name, “offset.” Depending on the size of the firebox, either wood or
charcoal is placed in the firebox and lit. The heat and smoke flows through a vent between the
two chambers, circulating the smoke around the meat before exiting a chimney on the opposite
side of the unit. The heat is controlled by vents on the firebox and at the top of the chimney.
Depending on the size of your offset smoker, some manufacturers use what is called “reverse
flow,” where the chimney is on the firebox end of the unit. Reverse flow causes the smoke to
travel to the far end of the smoker, and then reverse direction to flow back to the chimney. Baffles
or convection plates direct the airflow. An offset smoker requires more hands-on interaction to
maintain a consistent temperature. However, sitting around maintaining the fire while swapping
barbecue stories with a friend is, arguably, what barbecue is all about.What about Electric
Smokers?Generally, I do not recommend an electric smoker to cook barbecue. The electric
smoker generates heat with an electric coil, much like a home oven, with a small tray to place
the wood chips for the smoky flavor. The wood chip tray is typically quite small and needs to be
refilled every 30 to 60 minutes to provide any smoke flavor. The constant opening of the cooker



to replenish the wood chips releases all the heat each time, creating a constant cycle of heating
and cooling, which is not conducive to efficient cooking.In My ToolboxAfter you have selected
your pit and decided on what smoking woods to use, it’s time to gather your essential
tools.Notebook: You might be surprised to read that my number one smoking tool is my
notebook. It is always by my side and contains notes on nearly every cook (pitmaster lingo for a
cooking project). It’s so integral to my cooking that I call it “the bible.” Have you ever added a
pinch of this and a dash of that while cooking, only to end up with one of the best things you ever
made? Or tasted a glorious dish that you have no idea how to recreate? This is why I keep a
journal—so I don’t have to rely on memory for the details.Digital Thermometer: Forget what you
might have heard about the jiggle technique to see if your brisket is done; you will never really
know if you do not check the temperature. I’ve found that the top reason why people are
dissatisfied with the results of their cook is because they cooked the meat for 10 hours
—“because the recipe said to”—but never actually checked the meat’s internal temperature.
When it comes to meat, recipes can’t account for the variations found in any one piece of meat,
which is why a thermometer won’t steer you wrong.Heat-Resistant Rubber Gloves: I recommend
a good pair of gloves made from food-grade neoprene rubber. Opt for longer ones that reach
your forearms, which will assist with carrying large pieces of meats, such as brisket. Even though
some may think it’s cool to go back to work and show off the burns they received while
mastering their backyard cook, it sure feels a lot better to avoid getting burned in the first
place.Disposable Aluminum Pans: These are indispensable when used as water pans to
regulate temperate, and they are also a great way to serve your food at your barbecue event. If
you’re wrapping your meats during the cook, place the meat in the pan and cover it tightly with
foil to collect all the juices. They are very resistant and can survive multiple uses, saving you
money.Spring-Loaded Tongs: I like a pair of small metal tongs for pulling and a larger pair to lift
whole pieces of meat. Fairly new to the scene are barbecue turners: large, heavy-duty spatulas
that are helpful for transitioning hot meat to an aluminum pan. Using tongs in this case may tear
the meat rather than lifting it.Compression Sprayer: These pump-top sprayers are worth their
weight in gold when it comes to keeping your meat moist during the cooking process. Add liquid
to the bottle, tighten the lid, and pump the top handle until pressure builds up. Then, just pull the
trigger, and a steady mist of liquid will spray out without causing wrist cramps. Think of an old-
school garden sprayer but made for your barbecue.TwoSouthern Know-HowOne of the most
appealing things about smoking meat? The process itself is quite simple. That said, you’ll need
to learn a few tips and tricks to master true Southern barbecue. I’ll walk you through some of the
most popular cuts of meats to smoke and provide must-know info for working with each of them.
You’ll also learn how to take the flavor of your barbecue to new heights with brines, marinades,
rubs, and sauces.Barbecue WisdomHere are a few tried-and-true tips to make your barbecue as
easy (and tasty) as possible.1. Make sure that all of your spices are out, the smoker is clean,
your fire source is staged, and all of your tools are ready to go.2. Keep your meat refrigerated
until it is time to prep; cold meat absorbs more smoke.3. Kick up the flavor with either a brine,



injection, rub, or a combination of these. Be careful not to over-season. The true measure of
good barbecue is the flavor and moistness of the meat.4. Light the fire according to your
cooker’s instructions. For most cookers, this will require lighting charcoal topped with wood
chunks. Be sure not to introduce any chemicals (such as lighter fluid) that can find their way into
the flavor of the meat.5. Get smoking. Be sure to keep an eye on your fire. You want to ensure
that the fire does not go out and that you don’t add too many wood chunks. The ultimate fire
should produce a clear to blue-white smoke. Never add unlit charcoal to your fire; doing so will
cause soot to get into your food.6. Always use a thermometer to test for doneness. Remember
that every animal is unique and so is each piece of meat. Above all, you want your delicious
smoked meat to be safe.PorkPork is the cornerstone of Southern barbecue and has been
essential to the region’s economy for hundreds of years. The conquistadors brought pigs with
them when they landed in places like Savannah, Georgia, and Tampa Bay, Florida, over 400
years ago, and pork eventually became a mainstay of the Southern diet.CutsPork shoulder is
sometimes called pork butt or Boston butt (in colonial times, less expensive cuts of pork were
shipped in barrels called butts).Right below the pork shoulder is the picnic ham. Be on the
lookout for a good, fat cap—a thin layer of fat just below the skin that will add moistness.Moving
down the animal, the next cut is the pork belly, where American bacon comes from. This cut can
be found with or without the skin. Either way, look for a good ratio of fat to meat.Baby back ribs
are smaller than the spareribs found down near the belly. I prefer spareribs trimmed St. Louis
style, where the tips are removed. Doing so not only provides a meatier bite but also allows more
fat per bite, which translates into more flavor.Finally, there is the ham, which is found on the rear
leg of the animal. A whole ham includes both the butt (upper) and shank (lower) cuts of the leg.
The shank has fewer pockets of fat to render down, meaning it’s easier to carve and has a
sweeter taste.Hot TipsWhen shopping for pork, look for marbling and color. The more marbling
the meat has, the more flavor it will offer. However, be on the lookout for large white chunks of
fat, as those will not render when cooking. When it comes to color, “the redder, the better.”Never
oversmoke pork, which has a very mild flavor. Ease into adding more wood chunks to your fire
and look for a white- to blue-colored smoke.Avoid harshly flavored woods like mesquite. Hickory,
cherry, or applewood complement pork’s mild flavor.Trim most—but not all!—of the exterior fat
from the meat. The flavorful bark on barbecue ribs is created when the rub adheres to the meat
and not to the fat, but leaving on some fat will contribute to the flavor.BeefA smoky, juicy brisket
is a Southern barbecue classic made famous by the pitmasters of Central Texas. However, don’t
overlook some of the other beef cuts available, like rib and shoulder cuts. The most commonly
used beef grade in barbecue is USDA Choice, which has a decent amount of marbling that
keeps the meat tender and juicy; it’s also kind to your wallet.CutsBrisket is synonymous with
Texas barbecue. This cut is the chest muscle of the animal and is typically bought whole as a
“packer brisket,” meaning it includes both the point and the flat. When cooked low and slow, the
flat is excellent for slicing, while the point makes for great chopped brisket or can even be cubed
and served up as burnt ends.Plate ribs are affectionately called “dinosaur ribs,” given their huge



size. Much prized for their marbling, plate ribs can be hard to find; check with your local butcher
or shop online. Farther up the animal, you’ll find the smaller chuck ribs.Beef chuck comes from
the cow’s forequarter. This primal cut produces the seven-bone roast, the flat iron steak, and
ground chuck, which makes for excellent burgers and chopped beef sandwiches.Hot TipsKeep
the beef’s surface moist but not wet for the best smoked flavor. I suggest using a compression
sprayer with either apple juice or a fifty-fifty mix of apple cider vinegar and water. You can also
mix a cola made from cane sugar (rather than high fructose corn syrup) with a little water.Avoid
over-trimming. You’ll want to remove the surface fat, especially any hard fat, as it will not render
down, and always remove any silver skin. To trim brisket, leave between ¼ and ½ inch of the fat
cap; this will help provide moisture and allow a crust to form.When cooking brisket, the fat side
should face the heat source. If you’re using a bullet, kamado, or pellet smoker, place the brisket
fat-side down. If you’re using any other type of smoker, cook the meat fat-side up.PoultryMuch as
how pigs made their way to the New World, the modern chicken owes its migration to the
American South to European explorers and colonizers who brought them over during their
expeditions. There are a few things to be aware of when considering poultry labels. The
“hormone free” label is essentially redundant, as hormone-injected chicken has been illegal to
sell in the United States since the 1950s. “Cage free” is only used to label chickens that are
farmed to produce eggs. “Natural” means a food contains no artificial ingredients or added color
and is only minimally processed, which can pretty much apply to all chicken. You should,
however, avoid any chicken labeled “basted” or “self-basted.” If you brine an already basted
chicken, it will be extremely salty.CutsMy recommendation is to always purchase a whole bird
and butcher it yourself, which only takes a little practice to master. A whole bird is less
processed than chicken bought in parts; also, it’s typically cheaper, and by butchering it yourself,
you’ll get more evenly sized pieces without the bone shards created by industrial saws.
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Suzette Chase, “The best BBQ cookbook!. This is, by far, the best cookbook I’ve read on BBQ!
There’s a bit of history, pro tips, and delicious looking photos in this cookbook. I love how the
author doesn’t just talk AT you about his craft; he’s excited to share his ideas, and it doesn’t read
like an instruction manual. He injects humor and knowledge into his book. It’s an enjoyable read
and I can’t wait until summertime to heat up our grill!”

Popup Camper, “So many recipes from many areas. This is a great book. Bought it for my
brother-in-law who the master "griller" in the family and he loves it. It is great that there are
recipes not just from one area but multiple areas to try out and see what you like best. Well
worth the cost if you like/love BBQ and grilling!”

Denver_BD, “One of my new favs. This is a very thoughtful cookbook -- well researched with
some great low-and-slow recipes. Fire up the grill, pour a drink and chill. I've had "burnt pork-
belly ends" before out at BBQ houses, but this was my first attempt cooking them on the smoker
at home. They turned out perfect and my company was impressed. The beans were amazing
too. Make sure to make the included sauces and rubs.”

MikeinFL, “Best BBQ book I have read this year. I love these authors taking a chance with Kindle
unlimited. When I really like a book — I buy it anyway. I recommend buying this one. Simple -
excellent recipes.”

Foosvapes, “A must have. So much information in one cookbook I absolutely loved it! There are
recipes from all over the South”

Herb Fister, “The bbq Bible- RevolutionBBQ - Power the the pig!. Such a wonderful BBQ guide/
cook book! The author explains the details on how to successfully Que without being too wordy.
They share personal experiences and trade secrets so you can be your own pitmaster. It was as
fun to read as it will be upping my BBQ game.”

V Davis, “BBQ SAUCE worth the price!. The recipes for the rubs and sauces are worth the price
of the book alone.Add those bbq beans oh my goodness!”

Jennifer R Martis, “Best BBQ cookbook out there!. What an amazing book of recipes! If you’re
looking to cook up some wonderful southern bbq look no further because everything you need is
right here!  Chock full of deliciousness along with tips and tricks!  Highly recommend!!!”

The book by Glenn Connaughton has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 95 people have provided feedback.
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